
Why Dogs Belong in the Workplace
Five key reasons why dogs make sense at the office



Increased Productivity

Most businesses jump at any strategy that will increase their employees’ productivity. More 
productivity ultimately means more products, more sales, more profit. Guess what? Dogs at work 
increase productivity! 

Lindsay Bumps, an executive at Ben & Jerry’s, a winner of the 2018 Dog Award, said, “With a dog, you 
have to stay in the present. Their needs are now. We have found that dogs at Ben & Jerry’s have 
made our employees more present, more mindful in their work. That has made our results better. Let’s 
face it. People do better when they feel loved and needed. It’s empowerment. Dogs bring out the best 
in us.”

A study at the Virginia Commonwealth University showed that employees who brought their dogs to 
work reported increased productivity compared to employees who did not have a dog at work. They 
also experienced significantly less stress and had lower cortisol levels than employees who did not 
bring their dogs to work.

Employees who bring their dogs to work tend to worker longer hours and have less time away from 
the office. They aren’t worried about rushing home to feed their dog so they can stay a little longer to 
finish a project. Numerous studies over the past few years have shown that we are more productive 
when we take short breaks and shift our focus. A dog in the office is a built-in timer for scheduled 
breaks that an employee can’t ignore.

Employees with lower cortisol levels and no worries about their beloved pets are more productive 
employees. Highly productive employees create a profitable business.  



Greater Creativity

“Sitting is more dangerous than smoking.” Everyone has heard this statement at some point in the last 
few years. We are constantly being bombarded with the perils of our sedentary lives. 

Getting up and moving is good not only for our cardiovascular system and muscles, but it is also 
necessary for good brain function. Movement gets blood flowing to our brains, which, in turn, can boost 
creativity. Doing something different and changing our surroundings can give us a breakthrough on a 
problem we are trying to solve. 

Dogs in the workplace automatically get people moving more and can provide the shift in focus that 
brings creative breakthroughs. 

High cortisol levels also interfere with the brain’s creative centers, but the physical act of petting a dog 
decreases cortisol. All dog owners know that making eye contact with their beloved pet melts the heart. 
That’s not just our imagination. Science proves it! Merely staring into the eyes of a dog increases our 
oxytocin levels. Oxytocin is the bonding hormone that makes us feel a connection with someone. It also 
helps lower stress hormones in our bodies, which, of course, restores our creativity. The key takeaway: 
playing with dogs at work frees our creative juices. No question—we need dogs in the workplace!



Higher Employee Recruitment and Retention

Millennials will soon make up almost half of the workforce, and they are also one of the fastest 
growing demographics for dog ownership. Millennials are attracted to companies that care about 
their employees as people and not just what the employees bring to the table. Dog-friendly 
workplaces show that organizations are interested in their workers and not just their bottom line. 

A study by Banfield Pet Hospital on pet-friendly workplaces revealed that more than half of job 
candidates asked about the pet policy of the company during the interview. That same study 
showed that both employees and managers agreed that a pet-friendly policy made employees more 
likely to stay with a company. 

The ability to attract and keep quality employees is important to the long-term success of a 
company. Dogs in the workplace help organizations do just that.



Stronger Work Relationships

Beth Bellanti Pander of Tito’s Handmade Vodka, a winner of the 2018 Dog Award, 
said, “Dogs are not a distraction. Instead, they are the glue that keeps us human. 
Even the shiest people open up when they’re able to crouch down and pet a dog.”

The Banfield Pet Hospital study showed that dogs improved relationships between 
colleagues. And these improved relationships didn’t just stop at creating a friendlier 
work environment! They spilled over into improved collaboration that positively 
affected work output. 



Greater Work-Life Balance

While employees who bring their dogs to work tend to work more hours, they also have greater 
work-life balance. That might seem contradictory, but it does make sense. 

When we are distracted by worries, such as needing to feed our dogs, we aren’t completely at work 
and we aren’t home either. This divided focus means it takes us longer to accomplish anything, and 
there is no satisfaction when something does get finished because we feel like we should be 
someplace else. 

Being able to focus completely on a task at work means that, ultimately, we get done faster even if 
we do stay a little longer on certain days. When we leave work with a task finished, we can put 
work aside until the next day. This allows us to focus on our family, our friends, our pets, and 
ourselves. We return to work more refreshed, and the new, positive, cycle begins again.



Dogs at work create a less stressed, friendlier, happier employee, and in turn, employers 
benefit from more productive employees who are loyal to the company. Talk about a win-win! 



With Gratitude to Our Sponsor



Dogs at Work is a social-advocacy company that makes good companies better 
through the successful integration of dogs in the workplace. If you would like to join 
us or make a contribution please contact us through our website dogsatwork.us or 
through our Facebook group, Dogs at Work. 
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